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Abstract

This work analyses pressure and hydrogen enrichment effects on the stabi-

lization and combustion dynamics of a partially-premixed swirled-stabilized

methane flame operated at 1, 3 and 5 bar, with H2 admixture up to 40% by

volume. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is performed to analyze flame sta-

bilization and dynamics for all cases. Since both turbulence and chemical

time scales are significantly affected by pressure, it is a challenge for LES

to compute such changes. The thickened flame (TFLES) model is used here

with a Static Mesh Refinement (SMR) strategy to describe flame turbulence

interactions to ensure that all flames are resolved similarly at 1, 3 and 5 bar.

This necessitates a significant increase in the required mesh size. An Analyti-

cally Reduced Chemistry (ARC) scheme is employed to describe CH4-H2/Air

chemistry. LES is validated against experimental multi-kHz repetition-rate
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OH* chemiluminescence, OH Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF),

stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (sPIV) and pressure recordings, with

all predictions providing satisfactory agreement. The dynamics of the differ-

ent flames are then addressed. First, the impact of hydrogen at atmospheric

pressure is investigated. While the reference natural gas flame (1 bar, 0% H2)

presents a lifted M-shape with a strong Precessing Vortex Core (PVC), 40%

H2-enrichment modifies the flame which becomes an attached V-shape, with

a weakened PVC and the triggering of a thermoacoustic oscillation at the

system first acoustic mode. Second, the impact of mean pressure is analyzed

by fixing the H2-enrichment while increasing the mean pressure to 3 and

then 5 bar. As the pressure increases, the flame becomes more compact and

the chemical as well as the turbulent time scales change, potentially affect-

ing the flame/turbulence interaction. For these points, the thermoacoustic

oscillation at the first system acoustic mode rapidly disappears and stable

conditions are recovered.

Keywords: Elevated pressure, H2-enrichment, Thermoacoustic instabilities,

Large Eddy Simulation, Turbulent flames, Hydrodynamic instabilities
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1. Introduction

As society evolves towards a green economy to face the global climate

change, the combustion community is expected to develop new technologies

and design low emission combustors for the aviation and energy sectors. Such

design however still remains a challenge because lean combustion systems,

which is the path for low pollutant emissions, are more prone to different

flame dynamics issues, such as thermoacoustic instabilities [1, 2], lean blow-

off [3, 4] and extinctions [5]. In the past decades, Large Eddy Simulation

(LES) have been widely used to support this research process demonstrating

its large potential in predicting reactive flows in complex industrial geome-

tries [1, 6, 7]. Nevertheless, the majority of studies have been performed in

academic test rigs where power density and pressure are usually scaled down.

Therefore, a complete understanding of the impact of elevated pressure on

the flame shape and its dynamics is needed for real engines applications [8].

High fidelity measurements comprising high-speed Particle Image Ve-

locimetry (PIV) and OH Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (OH-PLIF) on

both gas turbine [9–11] and aero-engines pressurised systems [12, 13] have

been proposed at DLR test facilities. Similar studies have been performed

by other research groups, for example at Purdue University [14], Coria labo-

ratory [15] and Georgia Tech University [16]. In all these studies on different

configurations, a more compact flame structure was obtained as pressure in-

creased. When it comes to combustion instabilities, it has been shown that

pressure can change the flame oscillation amplitude and phase [17] as well

as the interaction between the flame and the vortices, potentially affecting

the flame response to acoustic perturbation [18–20]. Furthermore, hydro-
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dynamic instabilities, such as Helical Vortices (HV) in the shear layers and

a Precessing Vortex Core (PVC) in the Central Recirculation Zone (CRZ),

coupled with thermoacoustic oscillations have been observed even at elevated

pressure despite very different hydrodynamic time-scales if compared to the

equivalent atmospheric configuration [21, 22].

LES has been widely applied to turbulent reacting flows in real gas-

turbine combustors at elevated power density, focusing on flame stabilization,

dynamics and even pollutant emissions [6]. Moin et al. [23] and Boudier et

al. [24, 25] assessed the predictive capability of a low-Mach-number and a

compressible LES code, respectively, on a combustor operated at high pres-

sure, achieving good agreement with experimental data. Schmitt et al. [26]

analyzed the combustion instability in a realistic gas turbine combustion

chamber while identifying also the mechanism at the base of the thermoa-

coustic oscillation performing a first prediction of the nitric oxide emissions

levels. Jaravel et al. [27] used high-fidelity LES coupled with an Analytically

Reduced Chemistry (ARC) to predict pollutant formation in a real engine

configuration, showing that mixing and strain are playing a significant role.

More recently, Legros et al. [28] conducted an experimental and numerical

study of a lean premixed liquid injection system designed for helicopter en-

gines with a pressure ranging from 4 to 18 bar, focusing on the impact of the

fuel droplet distribution on the flame structure.

The addition of hydrogen (or hydrogen-rich gases) in existing gas tur-

bines as a solution to decarbonize aviation and energy sectors is a second

challenge [29–32]. When mixed to classical hydrocarbon fuels, hydrogen in-

creases the mixture laminar flame speed [33–35], while extending the lean
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blow-off and extinction limits [36, 37]. A direct consequence of these ob-

servations is that hydrogen modifies the flame shape [38, 39] and the heat

release rate distribution in more complex swirled-stabilized flames [40–43].

H2-addition have also an impact on flame dynamics [44]. Hydrodynamic

instabilities, such as PVC and HV, have been reported as sensitive to hy-

drogen enrichment [45] since they are susceptible to the density field non-

homogeneities [46, 47]. Recently, Beita et al. [48] presented a review of the

hydrogen enrichment impact on combustion instabilities for gas turbine ap-

plications. Hydrogen can affect the gain and phase of the Flame Transfer

Function (FTF) [49, 50] changing thermoacoustic coupling and system sta-

bilization [51–55]. Very recently, the PRECCINSTA combustor has been

fueled with different H2-enrichment levels to study the impact on the flame

stabilization and dynamics at atmospheric pressure [56, 57].

Few experimental works have focused on the effect of hydrogen addition

in combustors operated at elevated pressure. Zhang et al. [42] operated a low

swirl burner with different bulk velocities, hydrogen enrichment, equivalence

ratios and pressures up to 3 bar. Experiments showed that hydrogen can

trigger thermoacoustic instabilities. In parallel, the HIPOT PRECCINSTA

burner was operated by Chterev and Boxx [45] at elevated pressure (up to 5

bar) with different hydrogen enrichment levels, presenting the impact on the

flame shape, PVC and thermoacoustic frequency as well as its amplitude.

H2 enrichment in that case increases the phase delay between the oscillat-

ing pressure field and the heat release by decreasing the flame length while

simultaneously increasing the sound speed in the combustor. Indlekofer et

al. [58] operated an annular combustion chamber at intermediate pressures
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(up to 3.3 bar) with CH4-H2 blends for which different azimuthal thermoa-

coustic instabilities appeared. Here again pressure is shown to mainly affect

the flame height and intensity during the high-amplitude instabilities, while

only marginally affecting the low-amplitude ones. The same rig was subse-

quently operated by Ahn et al. [59] to investigate the effect of equivalence

ratio variation on the flame transient thermoacoustic response.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is still no specific numerical

work investigating the effects of both pressure and hydrogen enrichment on

the flame stabilization and its dynamics. This work aims at filling this gap

by performing LES of the PRECCINSTA HIPOT burner enriched with hy-

drogen (up to 40% by vol.) and operated at elevated pressure (up to 5 bar).

Sections 2 and 3 describe the experimental and numerical setup, respectively,

underlining the modeling challenges of predicting high power density flows.

The impact of hydrogen enrichment at atmospheric pressure is discussed in

section 4. Finally, the effect of elevated pressure while keeping the same H2-

enrichment level is investigated in section 5. As pressure increases, flames

get more compact, the thermoacoustic oscillation disappears and the chem-

ical as well as the turbulent time scales significantly change affecting the

flame/turbulence interaction.

2. Experimental setup

In this study, the well-known PRECCINSTA gas turbine model combus-

tor was modified for use at elevated pressure conditions and operated in the

High-Pressure Optical Testrig (HIPOT) ad DLR. The burner and test rig are

shown in Fig. 1 [21, 22, 45]. In this setup, dry pre-heated air is fed through
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Figure 1: (a) Picture and (b) schematic of the experimental test bench showing the injector

with the combustion chamber. Region of Interest for experimental diagnostics is also

indicated [45].

a) b)

the plenum and 12 radial swirl channels impose a swirling motion to the flow

before entering the combustion chamber. Hydrogen-enriched natural gas1

is injected into the air stream through 12 small holes of 1 mm in diameter

located within the radial swirler in a “technically premixed” mode. The com-

bustion chamber has a square section of 80 x 80 mm2, a total length of 200

mm and quartz windows to allow optical access for diagnostics. The combus-

tion chamber windows are double-paned, with a stream of cooling air forced

between them in a technique known as “back-face cooling”. This ensures

window survivability at thermal load conditions without directly affecting

the fluid-dynamics of the combustion. Its effect on heat-transfer at the wall,

however, must be considered in high fidelity numerical simulations of this

configuration. The burner itself is also cooled using a stream of cooling air

forced through internal channels below the backplane. Hot gases exit the

1Natural gas composition was 93% CH4, 4% C2H6, 1.5% N2, 1% CO2, and 0.5% heavy

hydrocarbons. Note that in LES, CH4 is considered as fuel.
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combustion chamber via a conical contraction of 18mm (final) diameter into

a settling chamber, before passing through a water-cooled back-pressuring

valve to the ambient-pressure exhaust duct of the laboratory. As the flow

enters this module parallel to the axial centerline of the test-rig, and exits

perpendicular to it, we hereafter refer to this section of the chamber as the

“turning module” to avoid confusion with the burner plenum, which may

also be considered a settling chamber. The rig is equipped with several

synchronous experimental diagnostic techniques. The three velocity com-

ponents in the axial-radial plane of the combustion chamber are measured

through a Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry (sPIV) technique. Pla-

nar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) measurements of OH radicals are also

performed to visualize the flame as well as Line-of-Sight (LOS) integration

of OH* chemiluminescence that is then used as a qualitative indicator of the

heat release rate for lean premixed flames [60]. Pressure is also recorded in

the plenum, in the combustion chamber and in the turning module to char-

acterize the flame thermoacoustic response. Measurements of the solid tem-

perature at the centerbody and at the turning module are acquired through

thermocouples embedded 5.5 and 2 mm below the surface, respectively. Heat

transfer at the combustion chamber walls and at the backplane is estimated

from the cooling mass flow rate and the corresponding increase in tempera-

ture of the cooling-air. Cooling-air is injected into the turning module after

having cooled the combustion chamber quartz walls.

An earlier design iteration of this burner was recently characterized by

Slabaugh et al. [21] and further analyzed by Zhang et al. [22] at elevated

thermal power density. Chterev and Boxx [45] were the first to operate the
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Case P [bar] H2 [% fuel vol.] ṁair [g/s] ṁCH4 [g/s] ṁH2 [g/s] Tinlet [K] φ Pth

P1H0 1.05 0% 17.6 0.74 - 608 0.71 37KW

P1H40 1.05 40% 17.2 0.62 0.05 590 0.71 37KW

P3H40 3.05 40% 53.7 1.85 0.15 636 0.71 111KW

P5H40 5.02 40% 89.5 3.08 0.26 642 0.71 185kW

Table 1: Summary of the operating conditions considered in the present work.

rig with different levels of hydrogen enrichment to investigate the effect of

pressure and hydrogen on the flame dynamics. The operating conditions con-

sidered for a global equivalence ratio of φ = 0.71 and a thermal power of Pth

= 37 kW/bar are summarized in Table 1. Case P1H0 refers to the condition

without hydrogen admixture at atmospheric pressure. Cases P1H40, P3H40

and P5H40 refer to flames enriched by 40% of hydrogen (by volume) at 1, 3

and 5 bar, respectively.

3. LES setup and modeling challenges

Figure 2 presents the computational domain used for LES with an overview

of the unstructured mesh used for Case P1H0. The full-length air plenum

and the turning module are covered by the simulations. Pressure is directly

imposed at the end of the small transverse tube in the turning module to

mimic the throttle valve. Rather than meshing the entire internal geome-

try of the fuel distribution plenum, the fuel injection jets are meshed as a

small tubes (shown in red) that extend below the surface of the swirler chan-

nels. To help visualize the partially-premixed fuel injection in the swirler,

an instantaneous isocontour of CH4 is also shown in red. The AVBP LES

code (cerfacs.fr/avbp7x/index.php) is used to solve the compressible Navier-
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Figure 2: LES computational domain (23M cells) for Case P1H0. The full-length air

plenum and the turning module are taken into account. Pressure is imposed at the outlet

to mimic the throttle valve. The twelve fuel injectors are included in the mesh: an

instantaneous isocontour of CH4 (in red) helps visualize the “technical” injection of fuel.

An instantaneous field of heat release rate for Case P1H0 is also shown in blue in an

horizontal plane.

Stokes multi-species equations. The TTGC scheme (third order in time and

space) is used to discretize the convective terms [61] while the SIGMA turbu-

lent closure is employed for the LES sub-grid model [62]. In such industrial

configurations, flames are usually too thin to be resolved on the numerical

grid without asking for unfeasible High Performance Computing (HPC) re-

sources. A solution is then to use the dynamic formulation of the thickening

flame model (DTFLES) [63], for which the reactive layer is artificially thick-

ened by reducing the diffusive terms. Since a thickened flame is less sensitive

to turbulence, an efficiency function Ξ∆ is introduced to account for the cor-

responding reduction of flame surface [61, 64]. A dynamic formulation of the

Charlette efficiency function [64] is used here to locally estimate the model

parameter βCh during the simulation, following previous works on the at-

mospheric PRECCINSTA configuration [65]The CH4-H2/Air kinetic scheme
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relies on a novel Analytically Reduced Chemistry (ARC) mechanism consist-

ing of 18 transported species, 144 reactions, and 12 quasi-steady state species,

derived from the detailed PoliMi scheme [66] using ARCANE [67].This ki-

netic scheme has been validated through Cantera ( www.cantera.org ) calcu-

lations of a 1D-premixed and 1D-counterflow premixed flames using detailed

schemes at elevated pressures (see Supplementary Material). Transport prop-

erties are described by a constant mixture Prandtl number and a constant

Schmidt number different for each species [68]. Inlet and outlet boundary

conditions are modeled with the Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Con-

ditions (NSCBC) [69]. The flow is choked both at the air inlet (through a

multi-perforated plate) and at the throttle valve (only at elevated pressure),

while the acoustic impedance of the fuel line was reported to have marginal

impact on the thermoacoustic oscillation [70]. Following these observations,

relaxation coefficients of Kair = 1 × 105 s−1, Kfuel = 5 × 105 s−1 and Koutlet

= 5 × 103 s−1 are imposed on the air inlet, the fuel inlet and the outlet,

respectively for the NSCBC method. When it comes to walls, a no-slip con-

dition is used and heat transfer is taken into account by imposing a reference

temperature Tref and a suitable thermal resistance R so that, if Tf is the

fluid temperature at the wall, the local heat flux Φq can be computed as

Φq = (Tf − Tref )/R [70]. The experimentally measured temperature values

for the centerbody and the turning module are used as Tref together with R

values that account for the corresponding heat conduction. Complementarily,

for the backplane and the combustion chamber walls, Tref is imposed as the

average air-cooling temperature and R is tuned to match the experimentally

measured heat losses for each operating point. Finally, thermal radiation
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5 mm

Figure 3: Iso-surfaces of q̇ = 10% q̇max colored by thickening field F (on the left) and

temperature field T (on the right) for Cases (a) P1H0 (23M mesh), (b) P1H40 (23M), (c)

P3H40 (65M) and (d) P5H40 (144M). A zoom on the flame root showing the grid and

the normalized field of heat release rate is also presented. Note that, as a result of the

Static Mesh Refinement procedure, a similar thickening field is used for all the flames.

a) b) c) d)
0% H2 40% H2 40% H2 40% H2

1 bar 1 bar 3 bar 5 bar

from the hot gases is accounted for through an Optically Thin Assumption

(OTA) [71] for the most radiating species CH4, CO, CO2, and H2O. In such

a case, gases are assumed to be optically thin and re-absorption is neglected

while the Planck mean-absorption coefficients are provided for each species

as polynomial functions of temperature [72].

3.1. Modeling challenges at elevated pressure

The LES mesh used for cases P1H0 and P1H40 consists of 23M tetra-

hedral cells. This grid has a characteristic size in the flame zone just down-

stream of the centerbody tip of ∆x = 300 µm. With this resolution, a y+

value lower than unity is achieved at the centerbody tip and y+ ∼ 3 at

the chamber and backplane walls at 1 bar. The reasonably low value of

the non-dimensional wall distance hence allows the use of a wall resolved
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LES approach and a satisfactory estimation of the thermal boundary layer

behavior.

For elevated pressure cases, more attention is to be paid to the LES nu-

merical modeling as pressure (and high power density) modifies the different

time scales that characterize these turbulent reactive flows (Table 2). First

of all, the Reynolds number significantly increases with pressure [73]. If the

exit injector diameter D (i.e. 28 mm) is chosen as characteristic length L

and the characteristic velocity u is taken to be the bulk velocity 4 ṁ / ρπD2

for all cases to be considered, the Reynolds numbers are 2.7 × 104, 8.1 ×

104 and 1.34 × 105 for cases P1H40, P3H40 and P5H40, respectively. As

a consequence, the smallest turbulent scale, the Kolmogorov length scales η

are calculated to be 13.2 µm, 5.8 µm and 4 µm for cases P1H40, P3H40 and

P5H40, respectively. Note that an increase of pressure from 1 bar to 3 bar

halves η while, a further increase to 5 bar only slightly decreases it.

Pressure does not only affect turbulence time scales, it also affects chem-

ical reactions. For an equivalence ratio of 0.71, the laminar flame speed SL

decreases from 1.2 m/s at atmospheric pressure to 0.91 m/s and 0.73 m/s at

3 and 5 bar, respectively. The thermal flame thickness δth also reduces from

338 µm to 138 and then 96 µm. As a consequence, the chemical time scale

τc, computed as δth/SL, passes from 0.28 ms for Case P1H40 to 0.15 and

0.13 ms for cases P3H40 and P5H40, respectively.

Thus, both turbulence and chemical time scales are affected by pressure.

The ratio between these two time scales controls the flame-turbulence/vortices

interaction. The latter can be characterized by two non-dimensional num-

bers, depending on the turbulent length scale considered, namely the Karlovitz
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Case P [bar] η [µm] δth [µm] sL [m/s] Re [104] Ka [102] Da

P1H40 1.05 13.2 338 1.2 2.7 6.5 8.5

P3H40 3.05 5.8 138 0.91 8.1 5.6 15.7

P5H40 5.02 4 96 0.73 13.4 5.7 18.1

Table 2: Effect of pressure on the turbulent reactive flow time scales. Flame properties

are evaluated at the global equivalence ratio of φ = 0.71.

number Ka and the Damköhler number Da [74] that compare the chemical

time scale τc to the Kolmogorov time τk and the integral time scales τt,

respectively, and can be defined as

Ka =
1

Da (ηk)
=
τc
τk

=
u′ (ηk) /ηk
sL/δ

=

(
δ

ηk

)2

, (1)

Da = Da (lt) =
τt
τc

=
lt/u

′ (lt)

δ/sL
. (2)

The Karlovitz number compares the the smallest turbulent time scales

and the chemical time scale: it indicates whether the Kolmogorov scale struc-

tures are able to penetrate and thereby modify the inner flame sheet. Com-

puting Ka (Table 2) reveals that pressure only slightly affects the Karlovitz

number and hence the interaction between the Kolmogorov scale and the

flame front because both Kolmogorov scale η (τk) and flame thickness δ (τc)

decrease with pressure. Therefore, pressure does not modify the interactions

between the small turbulent scales and the flame. The Damköhler num-

ber, instead, describes the interaction between large vortical structures and

the flame front by comparing the integral time scale to the chemical one.

To compute the Damköhler number, the integral time scale τt, which is a

characteristic flow time τflow, can be taken for example as the period of the
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combustion chamber first acoustic mode (i.e. f = 420 Hz, τt = 2.38 ms) that

corresponds to the longest flame dynamics time scale [75]. In that case, the

Damköhler number goes from a value of 8.5 at atmospheric pressure to 15.7

and 18.1 for 3 and 5 bar, respectively (Table 2). Indeed, since the flow charac-

teristic time and the large vortical structure remain essentially the same, due

to the reduction in the chemical time scale, the Damköhler number increases

with pressure.

The decrease in timescales of both turbulence and chemistry with increas-

ing pressure, and concomitant increase in Damkohler number over the range

of conditions poses a clear challenge for LES to properly capture such changes

and mesh requirements become rapidly demanding. Here, a comparison of

predictions with a model as TFLES requires in principle the same relative

thickening of the various flame fronts and hence grid adaptation. To properly

increase resolution, a Static Mesh Refinement (SMR) is introduced to refine

the grid for cases P3H40 and P5H40 so that the same artificial thickening

and hence the same combustion modeling for all flames is produced [76].

Prescribing a thickening goal of F ∼ 8, the procedure leads to grids of 65M

cells and 144M cells for Cases P3H40 and P5H40, respectively. The increase

in cells number is not linear with the reduction in δth but increases with its

cube when pressure goes up. Hence, the observed increase in cells number

underlines the need for HPC resources when dealing with elevated pressure

combustors if requiring reasonable resolution of the flame front.

Figure 3 presents iso-surfaces of heat release rate q̇ = 10% q̇max colored

by the thickening field F (on the left) and temperature T (on the right) for

(a) Case P1H0 (23M mesh), (b) Case P1H40 (23M), (c) Case P3H40 (65M)
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and (d) Case P5H40 (144M). A zoom on the flame root showing the grid and

the normalized field of heat release rate q̇/q̇max is also presented to visualize

the resolution of the flame front. As expected, due to the use of SMR, a

similar instantaneous thickening field is obtained while resolving all flames.

The flame thickness significantly reduces when increasing both pressure and

hydrogen enrichment levels.

4. Hydrogen effect at atmospheric pressure

Experimental measurements and LES predictions of the reference Case

P1H0 (1 bar, 0% H2) and Case P1H40 (1 bar, 40% H2) are discussed now

to highlight the impact of hydrogen enrichment at atmospheric pressure.

First, H2 addition effect on the flame shape and stabilization is discussed

(section 4.1). Then, the thermoacoustic response and the flame dynamics

are analyzed (section 4.2).

4.1. Flame shape and stabilization

Figure 4(a-b) presents the experimentally measured time-averaged LOS-

integrated OH* chemiluminescence image compared to the LOS predicted

heat release rate q̇ for (a) Case P1H0 and (b) Case P1H40, respectively. For

the reference case without hydrogen (Fig. 4(a)) the flame takes on a lifted

M-shape both in experiments and LES. In good agreement with the experi-

mentally measured OH* chemiluminescence signal, the Outer Recirculation

Zones (ORZ) do not show any heat release rate. In contrast, when 40%

hydrogen enrichment is added to the fuel, the flame takes on a V-shape. It

attaches to the centerbody tip and the flame length reduces, Fig. 4(b).
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a) b)

c) d)

EXP LES EXP LES

EXP LES EXP LES

0% H2, 1 bar 40% H2, 1 bar

Figure 4: Experimentally measured time-averaged LOS-integrated OH* chemilumines-

cence image and time-averaged OH-PLIF signal compared to predicted LOS heat release

rate q̇ and OH mass fraction YOH for Cases (a-c) P1H0 and (b-d) P1H40, respectively.

The arrows are tangential to the measured and computed time-averaged velocity field in

the plane #»v//. Their length and color indicate the velocity magnitude.

The shape change also appears in the experimentally measured time-

averaged OH-PLIF signal compared to the computed OH mass fraction 2

2Note that the measured OH-PLIF signal is here considered to be proportional to OH

mass fraction as a first approximation. However, more generally, OH-PLIF is not a direct
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YOH in Fig. 4(c-d) for Case P1H0 and Case P1H40, respectively. The arrows

are tangential to the experimentally measured and numerically computed

time-averaged velocity field in the plane #»v//, the length and color of the vec-

tor indicating the velocity magnitude. Both in experiments and LES, no OH

signal is observed close to the centerbody tip in the reference case, confirming

that the flame is not attached to the centerbody walls, Fig. 4(c). However,

OH is present in the ORZs, pointing to high temperatures in these specific

regions. No OH is detected in the high velocity region at the injector exit.

For this case, LES correctly predicts both the flame shape and its stabiliza-

tion process/location as well as the velocity field experimentally measured

(quantitative comparison is provided in the Supplementary Material).

When hydrogen is added to the fuel mixture, the flame assumes a V-

shape, with flame roots well attached to the centerbody tip, as indicated

by the high values of OH signal on Fig. 4(d). In contrast to Case P1H0,

the CRZ shows lower OH signal while the OH mass fraction peak value is

notably higher [77]. Again, LES correctly predicts the experimental velocity

field (a quantitative comparison is provided in the Supplementary Material)

and the flow acceleration due to the increased combustion intensity while no

OH is observed in the high velocity region at the injector exit. The flame is

now able to stabilize at the centerbody tip walls in the shear layer region.

This change is due to the increased laminar flame speed (see Supplementary

Material) and the higher resistance to strain-induced extinction of hydrogen

enriched flames [78].

measure of OH number density since measurements can be affected, among others, by

pressure, quenching, laser and signal absorption.
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H2

a) b) c)
0% H2, 1 bar 40% H2, 1 bar

Figure 5: Normalized time-averaged heat release rate q̇/q̇max predicted via LES for Cases

(a) P1H0 and (b) P1H40. (c) Mean axial distribution 〈q̇〉. White isocontours indicate

10% of q̇max.

A more direct comparison of flame shapes and stabilization is provided

in Fig. 5. To do so, the normalized time-averaged heat release rate q̇/q̇max

predicted via LES is shown for both (a) Case P1H0 and (b) Case P1H40,

the added white isocontours indicating 10% of q̇max. The reference flame

(Fig. 5(a)) shows a lifted M-shape. It is longer and the heat release rate

reaches the side chamber walls. A strong heat release rate region is observ-

able along the axis, downstream of the centerbody tip. Regions of low heat

release rate are found near the centerbody wall and at the backplane corner,

indicating that the flame is sporadically present in these regions while never

being fully stabilized. In contrast, (b) Case P1H40 shows that the flame

root is firmly stabilized at the centerbody wall, as confirmed by the large

values of heat release rate. A blurry region of q̇ is noticeable downstream of
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a) b)

0% H2, 1 bar 40% H2, 1 bar

Figure 6: Comparison of instantaneous isosurface of Q-criterion at Q = 280 U2
x/D

2
inj

colored by pressure and field of instantaneous normalized heat release rate q̇/q̇max for

Cases (a) P1H0 and (b) P1H40.

the centerbody tip, suggesting that, from time to time, flame branches are

present in this region. The flame tip is now positioned farther away from the

side chamber walls, the flame being shorter.

To achieve a more quantitative comparison, the normalized time-averaged

heat release rate fields are integrated over the combustor cross section Sc. In

such a case, one-dimensional mean axial distributions 〈q̇〉 are obtained for

both cases in Fig. 5(c), as expressed by

〈q̇〉(x) =
1

Sc

∫∫
Sc

q̇(x, y, z)dydz. (3)

The effect of hydrogen enrichment on the flame stabilization and length

is evident. When 40% hydrogen admixture is considered, both the peak of

heat release rate and the flame stabilization point are shifted upstream by

approximately 10 mm: the flame is more compact.
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Visualization of the unsteadiness in a flow-field can be conveyed and il-

lustrated through an instantaneous view of the Q-criterion identifying the

presence of coherent vortical structures [79]. Figure 6 compares a Q-criterion

isosurface at Q = 280 U2
x/D

2
inj colored by pressure superimposed to a field

of instantaneous normalized heat release rate q̇/q̇max for (a) Case P1H0 and

(b) Case P1H40. Both cases show the presence of a Precessing Vortex Core

(PVC) [45], identified through a low pressure value (colored in green). The

lifted M-flame presents a strong PVC that impacts the flame downstream

of the centerbody tip. The PVC is still present when the flame assumes

a V-shape, as opposed to what was generally observed in the atmospheric

PRECCINSTA burner in which V flames are usually found to suppress the

formation of the PVC. However, as experimentally observed [45], the PVC

strength is significantly reduced, as indicated by the volume taken by the

green Q-criterion isosurface. Despite this change, the PVC is still able to in-

teract and distort the flame branches, causing the widened heat release rate

region downstream of the centerbody in Fig. 5(b). We observe no particu-

lar difference in terms of dimensions between these two cases when it comes

to the vortical structures detaching from the backplane, indicating that the

flame shape does not significantly impact the flow topology in the outer flow

region.

4.2. Thermoacoustic response and flame dynamics

Figure 7 presents the (a) experimentally measured and (b) LES-predicted

fluctuations of pressure in the combustion chamber (black), plenum (blue)

and turning module (gray) for Case P1H0. The red line reports (a) the

experimental volume-integrated OH* chemiluminescence signal and (b) the
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Figure 7: (a) Experimentally measured and (b) LES-predicted fluctuations of pressure in

the combustion chamber (black), plenum (blue) and turning module (gray). The red line

reports (a) volume-integrated OH* chemiluminescence signal and (b) heat release rate.

(c-d) Signals spectra. Case P1H0 : 0% H2, 1 bar.

numerically predicted heat release rate. Both in experiments and LES, pres-

sure oscillation levels in the combustion chamber, plenum and turning mod-

ule reach approximately 1000 Pa. Fluctuation of OH* chemiluminescence

signal and heat release rate are weak and do not strongly correlate with

pressure fluctuations in the combustion chamber. Corresponding spectra are

presented in Fig. 7(c-d) for the experiments and LES, respectively. The pres-
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sure spectrum in the combustion chamber shows a weak peak at 380 Hz (80

Pa) and broad band noise in the high frequency range, above 2000 Hz. LES

predicts a small peak at 390 Hz and also noise in the high frequency range.

Note that some activity is present in the turning module at this high fre-

quency range, suggesting that the noise registered is likely linked to acoustic

modes of the turning module. OH* chemiluminescence and heat release rate

spectra also exhibit the same peaks around 380 Hz both in experiments and

LES, suggesting a weak coupling between heat release rate fluctuation and

chamber pressure. However, the pressure fluctuation levels at this frequency

in the combustion chamber (80 Pa) can be considered small compared to

the global level of pressure fluctuation (i.e. 1000 Pa), indicating that no

significant thermoacoustic activity is present. One can finally underline the

presence in the experimentally measured OH* chemiluminescence spectrum

of a small peak at 1280 Hz which corresponds to the PVC frequency as

reported by Chterev and Boxx [45].

When 40% hydrogen admixture is considered, the flame thermoacous-

tic response changes significantly. Figure 8 presents the (a) measured and

(b) computed oscillations of pressure in the combustion chamber (black),

plenum (blue) and turning module (gray) for Case P1H40. The red line re-

ports (a) the volume-integrated OH* chemiluminescence signal and (b) the

LES-predicted heat release rate. While pressure oscillations in the plenum

and in the turning module are of the same order of magnitude as for the

reference case, pressure fluctuations in the combustion chamber are notably

higher both in the experiments and LES (i.e. 2 kPa). Furthermore, the OH*

chemiluminescence and the heat release rate signals oscillate in a coherent
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EXP LES
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Figure 8: (a) Experimentally measured and (b) LES predicted fluctuations of pressure in

the combustion chamber (black), plenum (blue) and turning module (gray). The red line

reports (a) volume-integrated OH* chemiluminescence signal and (b) heat release rate.

(c-d) Signals spectra. Case P1H40 : 40% H2, 1 bar.

way and seem to be correlated to the pressure fluctuation in the combus-

tion chamber. Corresponding measured and computed spectra are shown in

Fig. 8(c-d), respectively: experimental measurements show strong peaks in

the combustion chamber pressure (600 Pa) as well as in the OH* chemilumi-

nesce spectra at 420 Hz, indicating that a thermoacoustic activity is present

when 40% hydrogen enrichment is considered. LES correctly predicts the
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0% H2, 1 bar 40% H2, 1 bar f = 418 Hz

Figure 9: LES-predicted time-averaged sound speed field c for Cases (a) P1H0 and (b)

P1H40. (c) Amplitude and (d) phase of the first acoustic (chamber) mode at 418 Hz

computed with the Helmholtz solver for Case P1H40.

thermoacoustic limit-cycle at 440 Hz, as well as the proper pressure cham-

ber oscillation level (600 Pa). Experimentally, high frequency noise is still

observed in the turning module but is no longer recorded in the combustion

chamber.

To investigate the nature of this thermoacoustic activity, the AVSP Helmholtz

solver [80] is used to compute the acoustic modes of the system. To do so,

the LES-predicted time-averaged sound speed fields c, shown in Fig. 9 of

(a) Case P1H0 and (b) Case P1H40, are used as an input to the Helmholtz

solver. Adding H2 only slightly impacts the mean temperature field, leading

to weak differences in the corresponding time-averaged sound speed fields.

As a consequence, the first acoustic mode of the system shows negligible dif-

ferences in terms of mode shape and frequency. One acoustic mode is found
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at a frequency close to the peak recorded for Case P1H40 : i.e. 420 Hz. This

mode, predicted at 418 Hz by LES, corresponds to a 3/4 wave (chamber)

mode3.

Dynamics of the H2-enriched flame during the thermoacoustic oscillation

is shown in Fig. 10 through instantaneous fields of the experimentally mea-

sured OH-PLIF signal (top), LES-predicted OH mass fraction YOH (middle)

and hydrogen mass fraction YH2 (left, bottom) as well as the flow normal vor-

ticity to the visualized plane ω⊥ (right, bottom). Red and white isocontours

refer respectively to the heat release rate q̇ at 10% of q̇max and a low pressure

value. Four equivalent phases are considered during the thermoacoustic oscil-

lation for the experiments and LES. Instants (a) and (c) correspond respec-

tively to the maximum and the minimum of OH* chemiluminescence and heat

release rate signals while instants (b) and (d) correspond to a phase difference

of π/2. Both experimentally, Fig. 10(top), and numerically, Fig. 10(middle),

a classical flame response to a longitudinal mode is observed. The flame

eventually detaches from the centerbody walls at instant (a), when the heat

release rate is maximum, flame surface being notably smaller at instant (c),

when the heat release rate is minimum. The stabilization point of the flame

3In the Helmholtz solver, a velocity node has been imposed for the air and fuel inlets

as acoustic boundary conditions since flow is choked through small holes at the air inlet

and acoustic BCs at the fuel inlet does not play a significant role [70]. A pressure node

has been imposed at the turning module outlet, since at atmospheric condition the outlet

valve is not choked. Note also that the Mach number at the combustion chamber nozzle

exit is of the order of 0.5 but the AVSP Helmholtz solver is a zero Mach code so it does

not take into account mean flow velocity and compressibility effects in the computation of

the acoustic modes.
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Figure 10: Instantaneous fields during the thermoacoustic oscillation of : experimentally

measured OH-PLIF signal (top), LES-predicted OH mass YOH (middle) and hydrogen

mass fraction YH2 (left, bottom) and flow vorticity normal to the plane ω⊥ (right, bottom).

Red and white isocontour refer to with heat release rate q̇ at 10% of q̇max and low pressure

respectively. Four equivalent instants are considered during the thermoacoustic oscillation

for experiments and LES. Instants (a) and (c) correspond to a maximum and a minimum

respectively in the volume-integrated OH* chemiluminescence signal and the predicted

heat release rate. Case P1H40 : 1 bar, 40% H2.

does move considerably during the thermoacoustic oscillation. As observed

in Fig. 10(bottom), fuel-rich pockets are released in the combustion cham-

ber and produce equivalence ratio fluctuations: a mechanism similar to the

one observed in the original atmospheric-pressure version of the PRECCIN-

STA burner [81]. At the same time, (d) the interaction between the vortical

structures detaching from the backplane corner and the flame is observable

as well as the (d) flame front distortion due to the PVC (highlighted by the
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low-pressure white isocontour). The latter explains the wide heat release rate

region visible along the axis of the domain shown in Fig. 5(b), the PVC being

able to drag the flame front toward the region downstream of the centerbody

tip.

5. Elevated pressure effect

Measurements and computations of Case P3H40 (3 bar, 40% H2) and

Case P5H40 (5 bar, 40% H2) are hereafter presented and compared to Case

P1H40 (1 bar, 40% H2), showing the impact of elevated pressure on hydrogen

enriched flames. The effect on the flame shape and its stabilization is dis-

cussed in section 5.1 while the change in the flame thermoacoustic response

is analyzed in section 5.2. Finally, a discussion on the reactive flow time

scales at different pressures is provided in section 5.3.

5.1. Flame shape and stabilization

Figure 11(a-c) compares the time-averaged LOS-integrated OH* chemi-

luminescence image to the LOS-integrated heat release rate q̇ computed via

LES for (a) Case P1H40, (b) Case P3H40 and (c) Case P5H40, respectively.

While the 1 bar H2-enriched flame (Fig. 11(a)) presents a V-shape attached

to the centerbody tip as observed in section 4.1, the 3 bar and the 5 bar cases

(Fig. 11(b-c), respectively) present an attached M-shape for which the flame

is anchored both at the centerbody tip and at the backplane. As pressure

increases from 1 to 3 bar, the flame length and angle are significantly reduced

while, a further increase in pressure to 5 bar only slightly modifies the flame

shape. The time-averaged OH-PLIF images are compared to the computed

OH mass fraction YOH in Fig. 4(c-e) for (a) Case P1H40, (b) Case P3H40 and
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d) e) f)

EXP LES EXP LES EXP LES

EXP LES EXP LES EXP LES

1 bar, 40% H2 3 bar, 40% H2 5 bar, 40% H2

Figure 11: Experimentally measured time-averaged LOS-integrated OH* chemilumines-

cence image and time-averaged OH-PLIF signal compared to predicted LOS heat release

rate q̇ and OH mass fraction YOH for cases (a-d) P1H40, (b-e) P3H40 and (c-f) P5H40,

respectively. The arrows are tangential to the measured and computed time-averaged

velocity field in the plane #»v//. Their length and color indicate the velocity magnitude.

(c) Case P5H40, respectively. The arrows provide a qualitative comparison

between the experimentally measured and the LES-predicted velocity field in

the plane #»v//, their length and color indicating the velocity magnitude (quan-

titative validation being available in the Supplementary Material). Both in

experiments and LES, increasing pressure leads to a reduction in the extent

of the OH field: while at atmospheric pressure it reaches the view’s limit, at

3 and 5 bar the height is decreased. At the same time, OH is increasingly

present in the ORZs as the pressure increases, due to the secondary flame
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Figure 12: Normalized time-averaged heat release rate q̇/q̇max predicted via LES for Cases

(a) P1H40, (b) P3H40 and (c) P5H40. (d) Mean axial distribution 〈q̇〉. White isocontours

indicate 10% of q̇max.

branches that appear to be closer to the backplane corner at 3 and 5 bar.

In none of the three cases OH is detected in the high velocity region at the

injector exit. Note that the peak value of OH concentration predicted via

LES decreases with increasing pressure. This reflects the strong pressure-

dependence of OH-species lifetime, which is driven primarily through by the

rate of 3-body molecular collisions in the system. Note also that the OH sig-

nal just downstream of the centerbody tip decreases with pressure. Overall

and for all cases, LES is found to be in satisfactory agreement with experi-

mentally measured quantities and it correctly reproduces the shape change

from a V-flame toward an attached M-flame with a corresponding reduction

in length with elevated pressure. The latter is likely due to the decrease in

chemical time scale (and hence increase in reactivity) for high pressure flames

(see section 5.3).

Figure 12 presents the normalized time-averaged heat release rate q̇/q̇max
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predicted via LES for (a) Case P1H40, (b) Case P3H40 and (c) Case P5H40,

while the white isocontour represents the 10% of q̇max. The flame at atmo-

spheric pressure (Fig. 12(a)) clearly shows a V-shape attached at the center-

body while (b) Case P3H40 and (c) Case P5H40 show a M-shape attached

both at the centerbody tip and at the backplane. As the flame transits

towards a M-shape, it becomes more compact as seen in Fig. 12(d) which

presents the one-dimensional mean axial distribution of heat release rate 〈q̇〉,

while the stabilization point at the centerbody wall does not change. The

heat release rate distribution significantly changes when passing from 1 to 3

bar. However, it remains essentially the same when further increasing the

pressure to 5 bar.

5.2. Thermoacoustic response

As pressure increases, the thermoacoustic response of the flame changes.

Figure 13 presents (a) the measured and (b) the computed oscillations of pres-

sure in the combustion chamber (black), plenum (blue) and turning module

(gray) for Case P3H40. The red line corresponds to (a) the volume-integrated

OH* chemiluminescence signal and (b) the computed heat release rate. Both

in experiments and LES, pressure oscillation levels in the combustion cham-

ber and plenum are of the order of 2 kPa while experimentally the turn-

ing module exhibits epochs of large pressure fluctuations of approximately

10 kPa. Fluctuations of OH* chemiluminescence and heat release rate are

however weak and not correlated to pressure fluctuations in the combustion

chamber. To confirm this observation, corresponding spectra are presented

in Fig. 13(c-d) for the experiments and LES, respectively. As the power den-

sity increases due to pressure increase, more modes are excited and different
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Figure 13: (a) Experimentally measured and (b) LES-predicted fluctuations of pressure in

the combustion chamber (black), plenum (blue) and turning module (gray). The red line

reports (a) volume-integrated OH* chemiluminescence signal and (b) heat release rate.

(c-d) Signals spectra. Case P3H40 : 40% H2, 3 bar.

peaks appear in the spectra. Recorded pressure in the combustion cham-

ber shows a weak peak at 483 Hz (150 Pa) that is predicted via LES near

510 Hz. The same peaks appear in both the OH* chemiluminescence and

heat release rate spectra, suggesting a weak thermoacoustic coupling at these

frequencies. The pressure fluctuation amplitude in the combustion chamber

remains small and this Case P3H40 can be considered as stable, i.e. with no
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Figure 14: (a) Experimentally measured and (b) LES predicted fluctuations of pressure in

the combustion chamber (black), plenum (blue) and turning module (gray). The red line

reports (a) volume-integrated OH* chemiluminescence signal and (b) heat release rate.

(c-d) Signals spectra. Case P5H40 : 40% H2, 5 bar.

strong thermoacoustic activity. Broad band noise with some peaks at higher

frequencies are however visible in the chamber, turning module and plenum.

This time, since the low frequency mode is weaker compared to Case P1H40,

the high frequency range noise is more evident, similarly to Case P1H0.

A similar thermoacoustic response is observed at 5 bar. Figure 13 shows

(a) the measured and (b) computed pressure fluctuations in the combustion
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chamber (black), plenum (blue) and turning module (gray) for Case P5H40.

The OH* chemiluminescence and heat release rate signals are shown in red

in Fig. 13(a-b), respectively. As pressure is further increased, the pressure

oscillation amplitude in the chamber, plenum and turning module increase

both in the experiments and LES while the heat release rate and the OH*

chemiluminescence oscillations are seen to be not in phase with the pressure

chamber fluctuation. Corresponding spectra in Fig. 13(c-d) confirm this

observation and underline that, as pressure increases, the high frequency

noise intensity gets larger while the low frequency range oscillations remain

small. OH* chemiluminescence and heat release rate spectra do show small

peaks at 490 Hz and 530 Hz respectively, but the importance of the pressure

oscillation in the combustion chamber at these frequencies remains negligible

(200 Pa) compared to the global level of pressure fluctuations: this case can

again be considered as thermoacoustically stable. Pressure is therefore found

to consistently reduce the thermoacoustic oscillation in the low frequency

range while increasing the high frequency activity although it does not couple

with the heat release rate fluctuation.

This different thermoacoustic response can be due either to the flame

shape change induced by the elevated pressure or to a change in the acoustic

modes of the system. The latter mainly depends on the mean temperature

field (that in turns affects the sound speed field) and on the acoustic boundary

conditions. Figure 15 presents the computed time-averaged sound speed field

c for (a) Case P1H40, (b) Case P3H40 and (c) Case P5H40 and clearly

disqualifying such a process. In the elevated pressure cases, the turning

module outlet valve is choked, meaning that it acoustically behaves like a
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Figure 15: LES-predicted time-averaged sound speed field c for Cases (a) P1H40, (b)

P3H40 and (c) P5H40.

wall (i.e. zero velocity fluctuation), which is not the case at atmospheric

pressure. In such a case, the AVSP computation resulted in only a slight

increase of the mode frequency, i.e. from 418 Hz at 1 bar to 432 Hz at 5

bar. Therefore, the effect of pressure on the system acoustic modes in the

low frequency range is negligible and the change in the flame thermoacoustic

response at elevated pressure is likely due to the changes in the flame shape

and, hence, its response to acoustic oscillations [82].
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Figure 16: Comparison of instantaneous isocontour of Q-criterion at Q = 280 U2
x/D

2
inj

colored by pressure and field of normalized heat release rate q̇ for Cases (a) P1H40, (b)

P3H40 and (c) P5H40.

5.3. Turbulent reactive flow time scales

Increasing pressure modifies the Reynolds number, affecting the flow tur-

bulence scales (Table 2). This effect is clearly visible in Fig. 16, which com-

pares instantaneous isocontour of Q-criterion at Q = 280 U2
x/D

2
inj colored

by pressure and fields of normalized heat release rate q̇ for (a) Case P1H40,

(b) Case P3H40 and (c) Case P5H40. While the PVC is clearly present

in all cases as also observed experimentally by Chterev and Boxx [45], the

dimensions and the structures of the vortical structures change. In this case,

according to the increase in Reynolds number, when pressure increases, vor-

tices become smaller and more numerous, potentially changing the interac-

tion with the flame front due to the reduction in the turbulent time and

length scales.

Pressure also affects chemical reactions. Figure 17 presents instantaneous

fields of measured OH-PLIF signal (top), computed OH mass fraction YOH

(middle), heat release rate q̇ (left, bottom) and flow vorticity normal to the

plane ω⊥ (right, bottom) for (a) Case P1H40, (b) Case P3H40 and (c) Case
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Figure 17: Instantaneous fields of the experimentally measured OH-PLIF signal (top),

LES-predicted OH mass fraction YOH (middle), heat release rate q̇ (left, bottom) and flow

vorticity normal to the plane ω⊥ (right, bottom). Red and white isocontour refer to heat

release rate q̇ at 10% of q̇max and low pressure respectively. Cases (a) P1H40, (b) P3H40

and (c) P5H40.

P5H40. Red and white isocontours represent heat release rate q̇ at 10%

of q̇max and low pressure respectively. OH-PLIF images and computed OH

fields clearly reveal the reduction in chemical time scale due to pressure.

As pressure increases, the OH field gets thinner: since OH has a very long

lifetime compared to that of the heat-release reactions persists in the burned

gases long after the heat-release reactions are complete, further underlining
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the strong reduction in chemical time scale τc. At the same time, computed

heat release rate fields show that flame thickness is reduced at 3 and 5 bar:

the flame front is significantly more corrugated by turbulence and vortical

structures 4.

The Damköhler number is known to be a critical parameter affecting

vortex/heat-release layer interaction [75]. Da has been reported to modify

the interaction between the flame and the PVC. This has indeed two main

effects on the flame: it leads to roll-up of the reaction zone at the flame

base, increasing heat release rate and it can introduce considerable aerody-

namic stretch yielding local quenching or extinction of the flame front [83].

A similar behavior is noted in Fig. 17. At low Damköhler number (a) at at-

mospheric pressure, the PVC clearly causes the flame to roll-up at the flame

base with an increase of heat release rate and the propagation of the flame is

affected by local quenching and extinction. Due to the high vortex-induced

aerodynamic stretch, part of the heat release is delayed and shifted down-

stream. Eventually, flame pockets detach from the main flame branches

and produce pockets of OH visible both in the experiments and LES. At

higher Damköhler number (b-c) instead, when pressure is above 3 bar, the

PVC causes the flame to roll-up and increases the local heat release rate.

The vortex-induced aerodynamic stretch, however, appears to be lower and

stretch does not seem to significantly affect reaction or the flame branches.

Note that the proper prediction of such phenomena due to time scales change

4Note that in LES the correct prediction of flame thickness reduction is due to the

mesh refinement procedure that allow to resolve the flame with the same thickening value,

as illustrated in section 3
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at elevated pressure needs adequate grid resolution criteria and hence it is

possible thanks to careful attention devoted to the LES modeling.

6. Conclusions

The impacts of mean pressure and hydrogen addition on the stabilization

and combustion dynamics of a partially-premixed swirled-stabilized flame

were studied experimentally and numerically. Experimentally, the PREC-

CINSTA burner was operated at elevated pressure, up to 5 bar, and the

natural gas flame was enriched up to 40% of H2 by volume. Numerically,

LES results were validated against experimentally measured quantities such

as OH* chemiluminescence and OH-PLIF images, stereoscopic particle im-

age velocimetry (sPIV) and pressure recordings data, providing satisfactory

agreement for all quantities. Particular attention is devoted to the choice of

the numerical modeling. An Analytically Reduced Chemistry (ARC) kinetic

scheme is able to correctly describe the CH4-H2/Air chemistry at elevated

pressure. Since pressure significantly impacts the turbulent reactive flow

scales, Static Mesh Refinement (SMR) approach is used for discretizing the

fluid domain and allow for correctly resolving the different flames with the

same combustion modeling at all pressured. Four flames were hence selected

for LES simulations. Case P1H0 corresponds to the reference natural gas

flame (1 bar, 0% H2), while cases P1H40, P3H40 and P5H40 refer to 40%

H2-enriched flames at 1, 3 and 5 bar, respectively.

Hydrogen enrichment at atmospheric pressure affects the flame stabiliza-

tion, its shape and the corresponding thermoacoustic response. Flame P1H0

(1 bar, 0% H2) presents a lifted M-shape with a strong Precessing Vortex Core
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(PVC) and no significant thermoacoustic response. When hydrogen addition

is considered (Case P1H40 ), the flame takes on an attached V-shape, the

PVC is weaker and the flame couples with the combustion chamber first

acoustic mode at 420 Hz in a limit-cycle thermoacoustic oscillation that is

predicted by LES in satisfactory agreement with experimental data. Com-

putation of the acoustic modes of the system through an Helmholtz solver

show no significant differences, confirming that the different thermoacous-

tic response is due to the flame shape change. The latter is likely due to

the notably higher flame speed and increased resistance to strain-induced

extinction of the H2-enriched flame.

Elevated pressure modifies in turn the flame shape, its thermoacoustic re-

sponse and also the characteristic time scales of turbulent reactive flows. As

pressure increases, Cases P3H40 and P5H40 yield attached M-shape flames

that get shorter and more compact. The combustor becomes more noisy but

the coupling between the first acoustic mode and the heat release rate, which

was present at atmospheric conditions, disappears. No significant change in

the first acoustic chamber mode is predicted by the Helmholtz solver, sug-

gesting that the flame shape change is the critical parameter that explains

the different thermoacoustic response at elevated pressure. Finally, pressure

modifies the characteristic time scales of the turbulent reactive flow. As

pressure raises, the Reynolds number increases, reducing the Kolmogorov

turbulent scale and the turbulent time scale τk, hence changing the dimen-

sions and the relative strength of the vortical structures. At the same time,

the laminar flame speed, the thermal flame thickness and the chemical time

scale τc decrease. While the decrease in turbulent and chemical time scales
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are of the same order of magnitude (the Karlovitz number remains almost

constant), the Damköhler number significantly increases with pressure, lead-

ing to a modification in the flame/vortical structures interaction.

Therefore, both hydrogen enrichment and elevated pressure are found to

significantly affect the flame shape, its stabilization and the corresponding

thermoacoustic response in the HIPOT PRECCINSTA burner. Change of

flame shape is the key element of the different thermoacoutic response and it

is likely due to the different flame properties linked to hydrogen enrichment

and to the modification of the chemical and turbulent time scales linked to

elevated pressure. For all cases, LES successfully predicts the complex tur-

bulent reactive flow, hence confirming the potential of numerical simulations

in investigating high-power density flames close to real engines operating

conditions.
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